Mata del Herrador Polo Holidays
Welcome and enjoy a fabulous Polo Holidays
at Mata del Herrador polo club for 4 days, one
week and 2 weeks organized from the sunrise
to the sunset!!!
Mata del Herrador Polo Club is located only 10 minutes far from Seville city centre. Seville full of
history and things to enjoy, is a city which among other things, offers you the great opportunity
almost throughout the entire year to play polo outdoors don´t missed it!!!More details to
come…continue reading…
Seville is only two hours far from Sotogrande Santa Maria polo club, so during summer season
you will be able to go and watch high goal polo and come back in the day and at the same time
alternate practising polo in Mata del Herrador Polo Club.
In Seville there are also two other polo pitches where we could organize practice chukkas with
their teams in Mata del Herrador polo club and vice versa.

The holiday package will include accommodation in 2 different hotels located in the heart of
Seville city centre “hotel Plaza Santa Cruz” and “hotel YH Giralda” where bed and breakfast will
be included in the price of the holiday package. As well its included if you preffer to stay at the
countryside just 10 min far from the club “ San Franciasco Cortijo Rural”. There are also plenty
of other choices of accommodation that can be offered in different hotels of the city or out the
city which offer all other types of services, all can be sorted out adapting to each individual
wishes.
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Lunch and dinner meals not included in total price will be organized in between asados at the
club and providing a list of great tapas and restaurants in the city adapting to free time of each
day depending on the timetable of activities scheduled.
In the morning some group lessons will take place adapting to each individual levels and in the
afternoon practice chucker 3 days a week, all the other time if wished stick and ball can be
practiced. By the end of the weekend a tournament will be organized to finish the holiday.
A Shuttle bus will collect you at the airport and take you to the accommodation and also will
pick you up every morning to practice polo at the club and return you to the hotel or take you
to other activities that can plan on a day off polo.
Flights to Seville airport from uk are direct from London Stansted or Gatwick with lowcost flights
( Ryanair ) as well as from the north of Leeds to Malaga airport.
Price per week in high season ( April to September) and price in low season ( October to March
) per week for more information please contact at info@matadelherrador.com or 0034 954 296
820.
Farther info on price and other offers can be provided on request for guest not playing polo
accompanying any of the polo holidays amateurs!!
All other activities as Spanish lessons, theatre, flamenco shows, sightseeing, historical places
and cousin / gastronomic routes will also be provided if the visitor will like to have a taste and
enjoy their holiday in such a unique city and its surrounding including visits to other cities as
Cadiz, Huelva, Cordoba and Granada if wished as well as other magic places…
We appreciate any suggestions or remarks that guests may consider important to enhance
special polo holidays in Seville and we will take care of any special requirement.
Finally at Mata del Herrador Polo Club, depending on the time of the year, we also give you the
chance to enlarge your polo experience with some other horse related activities such as:

Hare hunting with greyhound
From October to February in three unique reserves, Hacienda Mata del Herrador, The beautiful
Vega de Carmona and the emblematical Monclova Castle (www.castillodelamonclova.com )
There you can have a great day, be welcomed with a typical Andalusian breakfast, after which
there will be a horse ride to set up a horse wing with other riders which will cross check the
couple of greyhounds that will set out on a race behind the hare. In the afternoon the hunting
will be interrupted to taste a nice lunch in the inside of the Hacienda, in the middle o the
countryside or inside the Castle, some live flamenco may follow
The price per day per person will be depending on which reserve the hunting takes place, this
will include the transportation to hunting grounds that same day, the groom to look after your
horse and who will have your horse ready for you to ride on and off any time and the meals
you will enjoy in the morning and at midday, and the dogs you will be supporting on the race
and the person responsible for those dogs.
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The appeal of the hare hunting with greyhound will be to live the intensive and speedy moment
of the race between two types of animals born to do so. It is all about nature how the way the
dog chases the hare by natural instinct at the same time he learns from the hare how to follow
her doggy movements for future races….it is really beautiful to watch or follow countering with
your horse how the intelligent hare quickly turns one way or another to avoid being cought by
the greyhound.
You will definitely live a unique experience and highly recommended as it is the prettiest type of
hunting and most environment friendly that you can enjoy…
An experience worth witnessing!!!
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Horse tracks or horse carriage in Doñana
Reserve
You can also boots our polo experience while your stay in Seville on a day or two trip to Huelva,
where Doñana Reserve is locted. Just 30 minutes away from Seville by car/bus.

In this experience you could learn how to horse carriage with very well train horses and a
fabulous team through the woods and visiting a typical and very famous small village just
nearby called el Rocio where streets are made of sand so only horse carriages and rriders will
traffic alone them.
Price to be followed.For more information visit our website www.matadelherrador.com contact
us on our office phone number 0034 670 979 990 or email Maite Murube at

info@matadelherrador.com as well as you could contact us on facebook
www.facebook.com/MatadeHerradorpoloclub or twiter @MatadelHerrador
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